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ABSTRACT 
 
Space-Based Space Surveillance (SBSS) is one of the important development trends in the area of space surveillance 
system. Space-based optical sensors have considerable advantages over their ground-based brethren on that 
ground-based optical sensors depend greatly upon a proper lighting condition, including both the lighting period and an 
appropriate phase angle (the angle between the line of sensor to the target and the line of target to the sun), in order to 
be able to successfully acquire tracking data. Space-based sensors provide a great mount of opportunity of acquiring 
orbit data on a wider array of targets without atmospheric effects. Furthermore, the effectiveness of ground-based 
optical sensors is further curtailed by atmospheric effects such as weather conditions (cloud cover and precipitation) and 
local light pollution. 
Although space-based optical sensors have considerable advantages over their ground counterparts, an important 
question needs to be considered, i.e. how to maximally utilize its’ efficiency and effectiveness. Generally, the factors of 
affecting the efficiency of SBSS include satellite orbit, pixel number of CCD, optical system, etc. Among them, satellite 
orbit is one of important effects. Thus, a discussion on optimization of orbit design method for space-based space 
surveillance is given. 
Firstly, this paper analyzes the main requirements for SBSS. It points out that the main purpose of SBSS aims at 
acquiring orbit-data of GEO, and at the same time, acquiring orbit-data of LEO/MEO in passing. Based on that, this 
paper gives a in-depth discussion on an orbit of 0º inclination and a sun-synchronous orbit. It concludes that 
sun-synchronous orbit could fulfill three kinds of requirements.  
Secondly, the function of detection period of GEO, orbital altitude, regressive cycles, regressive period, and orbital 
inclination is given by analyzing detecting GEO procedure. According to the function thus provided, if the field of view 
θ (FOV) and regressive cycles N are fixed, semi-major axis of the orbit of surveillance satellite can be deduced. And 
then, in term of the rule of sun-synchronous orbit (a,i), orbital inclination is presented. Thus, the basis of three general 
orbital elements (a,e,i) are provided. 
Thirdly, a surveillance satellite will be able to detect objects of interest within its sensor’s footprints. LEO or MEO is 
not always in sensor’s footprints, and the detection is an incident one. Therefore, there isn’t a determinate function to 
describe the relationship between efficiency and orbital elements. Simulation might be the best way to ascertain 
surveillance orbit. By adjusting the FOV of a GEO-detection optical system, several teams including the semi-major 
axis and inclination are deduced. Considering the lighting phase angle among the sensor-target-sun, several parameters 
of longitude of ascending node (Ω) are designed. Then by simulation of all kinds of conditions, a more efficient orbit is 
determined. Thus, the basis of general orbital elements（a, e, i, Ω, ω, M）is designed. 
Finally, an example of surveillance satellite orbit design for detecting GEO and LEO is given. The detection efficiency 
(the ratio between the number of detected GEO/LEO and the number of all GEO/LEO), data validity (the time period of 
continuous data is longer than 30s) and orbit determination (the ratio between the number of catalogued GEO/LEO and 
the number of all GEO/LEO) are analyzed and compared. 
In conclusion, the design method presented in this paper for space-based space surveillance is feasible, by which the 
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optimization of orbit design and optical system can be achieved. Not only could it be used in GEO detection but also in 
MEO or LEO detection. 
 
1.  MISSION ANALYSES 
According to characteristic of SBSS, the main purpose of SBSS aims at acquiring orbit-data of GEO, and at the same 
time, acquiring orbit-data of LEO/MEO in passing. Base on that, the general design of SBSS orbit is as follows: 
1.1 Orbital type 
To acquiring orbit-data of GEO, there are two types of SBSS orbit. The first one is sun-synchronous orbit, just like 
MSX. The other one is an orbit of 0º inclination as shown in figure 1. To acquiring orbit-data of LEO or MEO, LEO or 
MEO is must in sensor’s footprints, and the detection is an incident one. Therefore, sun-synchronous orbit could fulfill 
three kinds of requirements. On the other hand, sun-synchronous orbit also has better lighting condition and better 
detecting geometry. 

 
Fig 1.  Sun-synchronous orbit and 0º inclination orbit 

1.2 Orbital plane 
To detecting GEO LEO or MEO, the basic method is optical telescope. In order to getting better brightness and optical 
stability, ground-based optical telescope depend greatly upon a proper lighting condition, including both the lighting 
period and an appropriate phase angle (the angle between the line of sensor to the target and the line of target to the 
sun).By analyzing, the morning-dusk orbit is better for detecting, and likewise the phase angle is stabile. So the 
morning-dusk sun-synchronous orbital plane is better for SBSS. 
1.3 Characteristic of regress 
GEO belt is above earth equator and it is shown in Fig 1.The GEO objects above Asia-pacific are denseness and the 
GEO objects above Pacific Ocean are rarefaction. Because field of view θ (FOV) is finite，one pass of SBSS can only 
detect narrow bar. In order to detect all GEO objects, several passes are needed. So by choosing proper regressive orbit, 
almost all the GEO objects can be detected. 
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Fig 2.  Distribution of GEO objects 

2.  ORBIT DESIGN 
As choosing morning-dusk sun-synchronous orbit, SBSS detects GEO object near South Pole, see Fig 3.At point A, the 



FOV of GEO camera reach GEO belt and GEO camera is starting detecting. At point C, the FOV of GEO camera depart 
from GEO belt and GEO camera is finishing detecting. When the FOV of GEO camera reached GEO belt, the 
geometry-relationship is shown in Fig 4.In triangle ⊿OAA´，from law of sines： 

Re +36000OM sin( 90 / 2)
sin(90 / 2)

i θ
θ

= − ° −
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                （1） 

Where θ is the FOV of GEO camera and i is inclination. Changing another angle of view(like Fig 5), In triangle      
⊿OAM: 

2 2AM (Re ) -OMH= +                        （2） 

From Fig 5 and Fig 6, bandwidth of one pass by GEO camera is as follows: 
  2 2A B + AA +BB 2 AM+2 (Re 36000) -AM tg( / 2)Wr θ θ θ′ ′= = ∗ ∗ + ∗    （3） 

There into，arc of AAθ and arc of AAθ are the arc of half FOV in GEO belt. Because of θ (FOV) being on the small side, 
arc of AAθ and arc of AAθare ignored. 

 A B + AA +BB 2 AMWr θ θ′ ′= ≈ ∗                     （4） 

From above, bandwidth is about function of detection period of GEO, orbital altitude, regressive cycles, regressive 
period, and orbital inclination. 

     
Fig 3.  Sketch map of GEO belt detection      Fig 4.  Sketch map of FOV of GEO camera reaching GEO belt 
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Fig 5. Sketch map of GEO camera detecting GEO belt segmental  Fig 6.  Detection segmental arcs of GEO camera in   

To sun-synchronous orbit, orbital altitude determine orbital period. Orbital period can be described by K·(N/M) 
( pass/day). In least surveillance period M days, SBSS has been passed (KM+N) pass (K、M、N is positive integer).It is 
supposed that overlap rate of detecting GEO belt is η. And then the condition of covering all GEO object is as follow: 
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The least surveillance period M is : 
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then： 
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And then, in term of the rule of sun-synchronous orbit (a,i), orbital inclination is presented. 
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Using formulation (6)、(7)，it can be gained the relationship between least surveillance period M and orbital 
altitude(280-1400km), like Fig 7. 
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Fig 7.  Relation between the orbital altitude and and the minimum surveillance periods of GEO belt detection 
From Fig7, for the orbit witch orbital altitude less than 568 km, there is at least 2 days surveillance period. For the orbit 
witch orbital altitude between 568 km and 1143 km, there is at least 3 days surveillance period. The orbit witch orbital 
altitude above 1143 km goes against with LEO or MEO detecting. And then, all the orbit fulfilling regress conditions 
has been given as Table 1.Therefor，there are 4 kinds of orbit whose altitude are 1129 km,1006 km,775 km and 660 km, 
that can fulfill space surveillance need. For the orbit whose altitude is 417km, it is too lower for LEO object detection 
and it is abandoned. 
 

Table 1. All possible orbits whose orbit parameters fulfilling the regress conditions （Re=6378.3km） 
 

number orbit（km） orbiting circle per 
day(pass) 

orbit 
inclination 
angle(°) 

surveillance 
periods（days） 

circles in 
surveillance 

periods(circle) 
availability 

1 1006 1 3 2 3+  99.51 3 41 √ 

2 1129 1 3 1 3+  100.08 3 40 √ 

3 660 1 4 2 3+  98.05 3 44 √ 

4 775 1 4 1 3+  98.50 3 43 √ 

5 417 1 5 1 2+  97.07 2 31 × 
 

To sun-synchronous orbit, the orbit of local time of descending node determines the angle between orbital plane and 
sun's rays. When local time of descending node is 6:00 or 18:00, the angle is biggest and sun-GEO-SBSS is almost in 
one line. So the sun-synchronous orbit of local time of descending node properly should be choosing nearby 6:00. 



 
Fig 8. Included angle between the orbital plane and the sun's rays 

3.  EFFICIENCY ANALYSES 
3.1 GEO cataloged efficiency analyses 
GEO detecting simulation has been done by choosing GEO objects that orbital altitude is between 34000km and 
38000km and orbital inclination is lower than 4º.This simulation is using Two-line-element by NORAD and orbit 
predicting model is choosing SGP/SDP. The time of simulation is 10 days. Light condition and the angle between sun's 
rays and visual angle of crammer. 
Detecting efficiency: Detecting efficiency means the ratio between the number of detecting GEO objects and the 
number of all GEO detecting objects. It’s the directly number to scale GEO detecting efficiency. By choosing 330 alive 
GEO objects，the statistic of detecting efficiency has been given, like Table 2. Analyzing this table，it takes 3 days to 
detect 98.8% GEO objects, and almost detects all the GEO object. It takes 5 days to detect 99.7% GEO objects. So it 
makes sure that 3 days is the detecting period. This conclusion agrees with orbit design. 
 

Table 2.  Traversal periods analysis of all 330 GEO targets  
 

Simulation period（days） Number of observations Percentage 

1 195 59% 

2 294 89% 

3 326 98.8% 

5 329 99.7% 

6~10 330 100% 

Orbit determination: The statistic time of every object observation is given in Table 3. In one surveillance period, the 
longest time of observation is 186 seconds. The passes witch observation time more than 100 seconds are about 81.8%. 
And the average observation time is about 138 seconds. According to those result, averagely every pass can gain 40~50 
observation points. Utilizing anciently experience，40~50 observation points could determine objects orbit. 
 

Table 3.  Analysis of observation time of GEO objects(5 days) 
 

Observation time Number of observations Percentage 

186s（longest） 1 0.1% 

150s~186.8s 519 51.4% 

100s~150s 307 30.4% 

50s~100s 133 13.2% 

0s~50s 50 5% 
 

Catalogue efficiency: It indicate that in one surveillance period, about 71% GEO objects (230) can be detect 1 time per 
2days,and about 25% GEO objects (82) can be detect 1 time per 1 day, and the other 4% GEO objects (14) can be detect 
1 time per 3 days. From this result, almost all GEO (71%) could be gain 1 pass per 2 days, and ever pass have 40 ~ 50 



observation points, and all the points have good stabilization. So by using those observation points, almost all the GEO 
object could been cataloged. 
3.2 LEO cataloged efficiency analyses 
LEO detecting simulation has been done by choosing 498 LEO objects that are still alive. The condition of simulation is 
alike with GEO simulation. Detection LEO objects in the number of statistical in different times based on space-based 
surveillance have been given, see Table 4. Realizes that it takes 3 days to detect 61.2% LEO objects, and takes 10 days 
to detect 77.1% LEO objects. So there isn’t difference between 3 days or 10 days. So, the date within 3days is the most 
valuable. That post 3 days is almost useless. The following analysis is base on the date within 3 days. 
 

Table 4.  Detection LEO objects in the number of statistical in different times 
 

Detection time Quantity of objects Percentage 
1day 184 36.9% 
2days 255 51.2% 
3 days 305 61.2% 
4 days 305 61.2% 
10 days 384 77.1% 

 

Number of observations: Observation number of statistical of LEO object based on space-based surveillance has been 
given, see Table 5. Realizes that the frequency of observation LEO objects from 179 objects within 3 days is 3 times, 
about accounting 59.1% of all objects. 
 

Table 5.  Observation number of statistical of LEO objects(3 days) 
 

Detection number Quantity of objects Percentage 
1 56 18.5% 
2 68 22.4% 
3 42 13.9% 
≥4 137 45.2% 

 

Analysis of observation time: Observation time within 3 days is 2366 seconds, the average observations time more than 
100 seconds is accounting 8.5%,between 30 seconds and 100 seconds is accounting 52%,less than 30 seconds is 
accounting 39.5%. 
 

Table 6.  Observation time of statistical of LEO objects(3 days) 
 

Observation time Number of observations Percentage 

2366s（longest） 1 0.1% 

1000s~2366s 21 1.31% 

100s~1000s 113 2.37% 

60s~100s 245 15.2% 

30s~60s 592 36.8% 

0~30s 634 39.5% 

Observation opportunity analysis: Analyzing the observation positions of the LEO can help improve the efficiency, 
reduce the quantity of data and choose the best observation position. The distribution of latitude below the obserbation 
position of LEO objects during 3 days observation time is shown in figure 9. Realizes that the most opportunity is from 
70º to 82º south latitude, and 70º to 82º north latitude, is 18.7% and 17.4% respectively; the opportunity is 0 from 82º to 
90° south latitude and north latitude, the opportunity near the equator is very little. So we can choose the position from 



70º to 82º south latitude and north latitude to observation, the observation time per circle is about 13minitues,see figure 
10. 
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Fig 9.  the distribution of latitude below the observation position of LEO objects 

 

Fig 10.  Diagram of observation regional 
Realizes that in the same conditions, applying space-based surveillance can detect 61% objects, of which 59% can be 
detected more than 3 times, of which 60% sectors detection is more than 30 seconds. According to the catalog feature of 
LEO objects, the above observation data can complement the ground-base catalog data. 
4.  CONCLUSIONS 
The design method presented in this paper for space-based space surveillance is feasible, by which the optimization of 
orbit design and optical system can be achieved. Not only could it be used in GEO detection but also in MEO or LEO 
detection. 
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